Family-Empowerment of HyperTransformation for Families
to faster create the common, which corresponds
Private Individuals, Couples and Families:
energize to hypertransform® the Personal World
Your Challenge

Your Added Value

The relationship with yourself is one development
process, the partnership the other one and family
life can challenge both. At the same time, much of
what we are challenged in life to do on all three
levels, is rooted in the programs of our family of
origin. But not enough. Being you and at the same
time experiencing harmony in the family can seem
impossible. However, it is always possible to grow
individually beyond yourself and thus also to take a
step forward together. It is not uncommon to look
back and notice that they were even jumps made.
That’s what you want to experience.

•

Your Solution

•

•

•

•

You discover yourself and the family members
more holistically, recognize unexpected contexts,
unblock and multiply power, get essential
knowledge and insights, develop underestimated
skills and successfully create more the life you
want for yourself and the family all together.
You learn to distinguish the self from the ego
and recognize how achieving your own goals
works in a way that is also better for every family
member and your family all together.
You gain clarity and strength to handle even the
most complex situations with more confidence
and more from the heart, because you grow
individually and together beyond yourself.

•

•

You begin to build the connection to yourself
more profoundly and holistically, thereby
strengthening your self-love. Self-love, the
connection to the self, also enables you to better
connect with everyone involved.
You learn a behavior more appropriate to you as
a person, couple and family by entering higher
levels of consciousness. With expanded
consciousness, you redefine family according to
your broadening horizons for the best of all.
The development of consciousness, power,
knowledge and ability leads to the creation of
more of the more consciously wanted realities.
The experience of family-empowerment leads to
sustainable family-unfoldingt, resulting in more
love, aliveness and satisfaction.

Methods of the Future
•

•
•

This new age requires to approach developments
more holistically and effectively/efficiently with
acceleration what these methods enable.
These methods are based on science, spirituality,
strong intuition and phenomenology:
Becoming aware of the Unconscious with
different techniques, Program-Recognition and
Re-Programming incl. Constellations, Purpose,
Vision and Intentionalization, Personal- and
Corporate Energizing, Strategic Intuition, Backcasting and Leadership of HyperTransformation.

Bettina Fischer
Swiss Bettina Fischer is an international
methodological leader in personal and corporate
development of leaders, teams and those
personalities interested in the Self-Empowerment
and the Leadership of HyperTransformation.
She considers the accelerated expansion of
consciousness as currency, self-empowerment as
the starting point, and hypertransformation as the
path to more holistic success as well as a better
world through energize to hypertransform®.
Bettina Fischer is your companion as an analyticalintuitive detector of unconscious human,
organizational and systemic programs, seer,
intuitive futurist, impulse generator, Personal- and
CorporateEnergizer as well as HyperTransformator.
Next Step
For our collaboration please contact me with
your request shortly describing your situation,
with which you will receive further information,
also for finding your
first appointment.
I look forward
to your contact:
hyper@bettinafischer.com

